PERFECTION IN A BOX

MOBILE WORKING STATION ON WHEELS FOR MAKE-UP
The floor-stand display on wheels MAKEUP-STAND Cantoni is a convenient mobile makeupstation for either off-store and in-store
promotional events. The makeup-stand is especially engineered for beauty promotional days because of the integrated lighed mirror.
Compact, sturdy, easy to move and with many convenient compartments, this floor-stand is handcrafted in Italy and made of safe and
certified raw material. Customization service available: monochrome printing, screen printing and panels in different colors in order to
reinforce the visual impact.
I-Light, the lighting system specifically engineered by Cantoni for make-up artists, is the standard lighting system for
these floor makeup stands.

WHEELS WITH STOP
4 sturdy pivoting wheels with blocking stop.

LATCH BLOCKS WITH RING FOR INSERTION OF PADLOCKS.
10 latch blocks with ring for insertion of padlocks on all the
display mobile elements.

MAKE-UP STAND
The floor-stand display on wheels

MAKE UP STAND

Professional lighting: 6 I-light lighting points, adjustable intensity option

Upper block with 4 slots, deep central space and sliding tray

The MAKEUP STAND with mirror can be set effortlessly turning into a double
promotional beauty workstation: the tables offer a large space for products,
while the upper block is a gorgeous makeup station with a wide lighted
makeup mirror.
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◆ Spacious: the spacious shelves are perfect to stock products inside
◆ Large: the upper sliding tray and the deep slots are useful to display the
products you are promoting.
◆ Functional: every space is designed to be as convenient as possible
for the promoter..
◆ Professional: finishings in aluminium, chrome-plated fixes and
anti-scratch upholstery grant high resistance and a professional look
◆ Lighting: 6 I-light lighting points set in the mirror frame.
High light efficiency, 4200°kelvin light colour (ideal for make-up works).
◆ Safe: emission immunity and electrical conformity certification.
◆ Steal-proof: 10 Latch block with ring for insertion of padlocks.
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TABLES WITH INTEGRATED TELESCOPIC LEGS
The side panels transform into two wide and firm based countertops with a single movement.
They have telescopic legs and a solid blocking system.

CUSTOMIZATION SERVICE
The external panels of the MAKEUP STAND can be realized in different colours or screen printed on the entire surface
(a minimum quantity requested) or personalized with a monochrome printing of the customer’s logo (service available also for 1 piece only).

CANTONI TRADING SRL

Tutti i prodotti Cantoni sono realizzati in Italia con materiali accuratamente selezionati.
Ogni prodotto è frutto di un attento studio per garantire il massimo equilibrio tra estetica e tecnologia.
L’autenticità di ogni singolo pezzo Cantoni viene garantita dal nostro marchio di fabbrica.

Headquarters
Via Guardia di Rocca 10 - 47899 Galazzano - Rep. San Marino
Registered Office e Showroom
Strada degli Angariari 25 - 47891 Rovereta - Rep. San Marino

Siamo a completa disposizione per rispondere ad ogni richiesta e domanda relative ai prodotti.
Il nostro ufficio tecnico è inoltre disponibile per progetti personalizzati.

Tel. (+378) 0549 977527 - Fax (+378) 0549 876501

NOTA BENE:
La ditta Cantoni si riserva il diritto di modificare in qualsiasi momento gli articoli a catalogo per motivi tecnici o commerciali.
Le spedizioni vengono effettuate dai nostri uffici in San Marino.

sales@cantonionline.com
www.cantonionline.com
www.cantonishop.com
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